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Kensington                  West                                

Dragons FC                Drayton FC   

       

C        

        

       2 0
FT 85’ 

HT 0 - 0

Kelyn 64’ , Ryleigh 75’,  

Live text commentary

Referee:  John III

Surface: Grass with pot-holes

Attendance:  9 parents, 3 sisters, 2 dogs 

Weather:  Bright and hot

80:00

+5’

A well-earned win and clean sheet for the Dragons 

with a defensive master class holding the opposition 

to no goals and only 5 shots on target.  Deploying 

a 4-2-3-1 formation stymied the opposition and 

presented them with too much overwhelming pace 

in the midfi eld.

The Dragons tested the keeper on numerous 

occasions in the fi rst half and the Neuer-like 

goalkeeper proved impassable with Ryleigh and 

Jimmy both pelting the wall of a goalie at point 

blank range only to be thwarted each time – many 

as one v one break-a-ways.

Zak was man of the match again for the Dragons, 

proving un-passable in defence on numerous 

occasions. Bobby’s clean sheet in goal was well 

deserved and the back four of Saul/Dolapo, Zak, 

Jack F, Kel/Lucas/Alex were formidable and 

impenetrable throughout.  Anthony brought needed 

aggressiveness and fearlessness to the midfi eld.

Goals fi nally came in the second half....But only 

after wearing down the opposition with no fewer 

than 10 shots on target -- in one sequence Jimmy, 

Riley and Jack R (who all worked tirelessly 

upfront) pelted the goal keeper with rapid-fi re 

close range shots, only to be thwarted each time 

(a Barcelona Academy scout was seen writing up 

a goalie contract.)  Garland was a perpetual threat 

down the right side, crossing in the ball, along with 

Shaheer on the left.

The Dragons goals fi nally came through in the 

second half and after moving Kel up to left mid to 

provide additional pace and fi repower.  The goal-

less encounter was broken in the 64th minute -- 

John C threaded a precise pass to Kel (sprinting 

down the left wing) who raced and expertly placed 

an unstoppable stunner which curled into the far 

upper right corner of the goal.  Then, in the 75th 

minute, Achraf, who worked tirelessly in midfi eld 

defence throughout the match, placed a beautifully 

slotted pass on to a sprinting Ryleigh who beat the 

keeper on the right side.

The defence and Bobby held strong, to keep the 

clean sheet to the end -- despite a spirited fi nal 

ten minutes which saw a Drayton free kick rattle 

the crossbar and their lengthiest possession of the 

match.

Man of the match - Zak.    Well done Dragons!
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